
Compelling 
Conversations

The Science behind 
Contact Centre Conversations



We’re on a mission to 
make businesses as human 

as humanly possible. 



More and more businesses are recognising the importance of 

Behavioural Science. Our learnings are universal and can 

therefore be applied across a range of sectors.



Experienced, proven 
team of psychologists 
& scientists



A quick phonecall….



A complex & overloading 
experience….



Making it hard to focus….



Which leads to calls to confirm, 
complain or cancel entirely.



The Science 
Behind…



1. Ambiguity Aversion.
Bring people on the journey with you.



2. Positive friction .
Slow & steady wins the race.



3. Cognitive Overload .
Less is more.



The Science Behind

Manage 
expectations of 
progress & actions

Add positive
friction to create 
moments of 
reflection

Reduce cognitive 
overload of complex 
information & 
auditory stimulation

1 2 3



What was O2’s challenge?

To embed Behavioural Science into Recontracting telephony 
conversations, to maximise customer and commercial benefits. 

The priority objective was to reduce complexity and information overload 
for customers, subsequently making the job of the agent easier.

Similarly, increasing customer engagement to prevent repeat calls and 
complaints, and reduce overall call duration. 



Before After



Cognitive Overload
Too much dense information, 
which overloads the customer 
and doesn’t give time for 
pauses; questions feel abrupt

Ambiguity Aversion
Jumps into complex 
information, with poor 
management of expectations 
of the Refresh process

[Friction].



Social Norms
Highlighting that other 
customers like you are 
choosing this same option, to 
provide reassurance

Reduced Ambiguity 
Managing customer’s 
expectations of time & 
process to ensure their focus 
remains on the call content

Cognitive Easing
Structuring & signposting the 
call for the customer, with clearly 
chunked sections to focus on 
(both for suggestions and 
mandatory phrasing)

[Fluency].



[Results].

C

Pre/post metrics to Cowry call guide embedding

17% increase in sales execution

2% increase in sales conversion

10% increase in compliance



[Results].

C

Pre/post metrics to Cowry call guide embedding

Increase in: 
• Positive customer feedback
• Positive agent feedback
• Positive quality control 

feedback



C

Positive quality control feedback

I would say its definitely a better experience for 
both the advisor and the customer. The 
signposting is so clear at the beginning of the call, 
especially way the length of the call is broken 
down and explained, so the customer knows 
exactly what to expect”

Time wise most of the calls are a lot shorter… and 
the uptake on the marketing consent is much 
higher, the statement makes customers a lot
more receptive to it as it doesn't come across as a 
sales tool, just letting them know about great 
offers”



Your chance to win!
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